September 22-24, 2015

About the Event
In cooperation with leading global conferences, North America’s Emerging
Green Conference is the premiere gathering of technology leaders to discuss
the advances, challenges and future of sustainable electronics. Emerging Green
is the best place in 2015 to meet, mingle with and influence leaders in the
global electronics industry.
In more than two dozen sessions and high-level keynotes, experts and thought
leaders will focus on the unique hurdles and opportunities that electronics
pose to a circular economy. Emerging Green topic areas will address the full
spectrum of the electronics lifecycle, from material selection and supply-chain
social issues to closing the loop and emerging technologies.
Client:
Attendee Feedback:
• “Best Conference I’ve ever attended.”
• “Enjoyed the conference - the most interesting aspects for me where when
interaction occurred. I could see panel sessions (instead of presentations,
then then discussion) making some interesting breakout sessions.”
• “I cannot stop talking about this conference, this was by far the best
conference I’ve ever attended. I love it because of the diverse group that
was there. I had the opportunity to meet people from all over the world and
discuss with them how they are handling e-waste. I learned so much at this
conference and it gave me a better perspective of what I can do to help.”
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Scope of Work
Event Production + Logistics
• Event Production + Management
• Event Sustainability
• Onsite Event Team
• Event Budget Management
• Registration
• Event Reporting
Communication + Marketing
• Event Branding + Development
• Event Promotion + Marketing
• Media Relations
• Community Partner Program
Speaker Management
Sponsor & Exhibitor Acquistion
• Sponsor Acquisition +
Confirmation
• Sponsor Contract + Invoice
Process
• Tradeshow Management

Green Electronics Council

EMERGINGGREEN
Forging the Future of Green Electronics
Emerging Green 2015 will assemble leading global brands and experts to discuss the technical, commercial and
environmental challenges of green electronics, explore practical solutions, and celebrate successes. Through this
dialogue, attendees will begin to chart the future of environmentally preferable technologies.
The format will include
• General assemblies and Keynote speakers
• Panel discussions organized by theme
• Presentations, both commercial and academic research
For more Information Visit
EmergingGreenConference.com
Attendees of CARE INNOVATION 2014 receive a 10% discount on
registration with promotional code ‘CARE’
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Forging the Future of
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